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COLOR
Pre & Post Service:
Color Attach Step 1 – Pre Color Service
Color Attach Step 2 – Post Color Service
Decolorizer Formula
30g Healing Cream Decolorizer + 30g 20 Volume
Healing Color Developer + 5g Trauma Treatment
Beauty Bath (Mild Formula)
30g Healing Color-Cleansing Shampoo + 30g Healing
Powder Decolorizer + 30g Water (Warm) + 5g Trauma
Treatment
VIBES Glaze Formula
16g VIBES Smoke + 90g VIBES Clear
VIBES Accent Colors
20g VIBES Smoke
(separate mixture)
5g VIBES Blue
*Model Began with a Starting Level 4

SMOKED
1. Begin by applying the Decolorizer Formula to new growth area.
Then brighten previously lightened ends with a mild Beauty Bath.
Process until all hair reaches a Level 9, then rinse.
2. Perform an Ultimate Treatment using 1-pump Strength Booster
and 1-pump Moisture Booster, then blow-dry.
3. Spray Color Attach Step 1 throughout hair and comb
through. Complete an all-over application with VIBES Glaze
Formula. Process for 30 minutes, then rinse. Cleanse with
Healing Color Care Shampoo, and blow-dry.
4. Spray Color Attach Step 1 throughout hair and comb
through. Part head in half. Where hair is heaviest, part that side
into a ﬂat moon-shape, the length of the parietal ridge. In backto-back foils, apply VIBES Accent Colors using the VIBES Sponge
Brush to create softness with saturation. Start application with
VIBES Smoke, then outline each section using VIBES Blue. Exercise
your creativity and design your own unique placement pattern!
5. In the nape area, divide the back in half. From the center part,
take a heavy triangle to the back of the right and left ear, and
continue application. There will be a total of 4 foils on each side
of the nape, and 3-4 on top of the head.
6. Process for 30 minutes, then rinse, cleanse, and condition with
Healing ColorCare Shampoo & Conditioner. Spray Color Attach
Step 2 into towel-dried hair and comb through.
TIP: Use L’ANZA Color Films while applying VIBES Accent Colors to
monitor processing and color placement.
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STYLE FOUNDATION
1. Cleanse and condition with Healing
ColorCare Shampoo and Conditioner.
2. On damp hair, apply 1-2 pumps of
Zero Weight Gel from scalp to ends.
3. Blow dry using a cushion brush, following
the ABCs of blow-drying. Start working the
base until it is dry, next the mid-lengths,
and ﬁnally the ends.

STYLE 1
1. Using clips, isolate a small ½” inch section along
the front hairline out of the way, and direct the
remaining hair back, away from the face.
2. Lay hair-quilting net over the top of the head,
and secure neatly around hairline. Beginning
at the front, use a hair hook to pull small loops
through the net.
Note: Be careful not to pull the isolated hairline
sections!
3. Continue creating the quilted texture, working
your way from front to back. When you reach
the parietal ridge in the back, secure perimeter
of the netting with bobby pins. Trim excess
netting away with scissors.
4. Release isolated areas at front hairline, and
apply a small amount of Keratin Healing Oil
Hair Treatment to lengths of the hair, then ﬂat
iron smooth. Finish with a generous mist of Color
Illuminator, to enhance hair color and finish.
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STYLE 2
1. Create a section from behind the ear on one side, and
over the top of the head to behind the ear, on the opposite
side. Secure the hair in back of the head neatly, out of the
way.
2. Use a little Texture Cream on your ﬁngertips, and create
small 1” square ponytail sections along the front hairline, creating a clean ﬁnish. Make sure to use a straight line to connect all squares, placing the elastic toward the back of each
square, so the elastic isn’t sitting right on the hairline.
3. Create another row of squares immediately behind the
first. This time, make sure each square sits in a brick-lay
pattern behind the first row (the corners of the first-row
squares will be in the center of the back-row squares).
Secure elastics toward the back of the squares again. Continue
this brick-lay pattern until all the hair in front of the ear is ﬁnished.
4. Create a small ponytail section at the back of the crown.
Use Powder-Up Texturizer on the ends, then back-comb and
roll hair into a cushion-Iike shape. Continue taking diagonal
sections around the cushion and repeat the process: Powder-Up
Texturizer, back-comb, and gently lay over the top of the cushion.
Secure sections with hair pins as you work.
5.Create airy separation by pulling apart the shape in the
back with your ﬁngers, and allow some pieces to fall free
from the shape. Use Keratin Healing Oil Lustrous Finishing
Spray to support your work as you creatively detail the ﬁnish.

